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ABSTRACT

Several retinal pathologies lead to severe damages that may achieve vision lost. Moreover, some damages require expensive treatment, other ones are irreversible due to the lack of therapies. Therefore, early diagnoses are highly recommended to control ocular diseases. However, early stages of several ocular pathologies lead to the symptoms that cannot be distinguished by the patients. Moreover, ageing population is an important prevalence factor of ocular diseases which is the cases of most industrial countries. Further, this feature involves a lack of mobility which presents a limiting factor to perform periodical eye screening. Those constraints lead to a late of ocular diagnosis and hence important ocular pathology patients are registered. The forecast statistics indicates that affected population will be increased in coming years.

Several devices allowing the capture of the retina have recently been proposed. They are composed by optical lenses which can be snapped on Smartphone, providing fundus images with acceptable quality. Thence, the challenge is to perform automatic ocular pathology detection on Smartphone captured fundus images that achieves higher performance detection while respecting timing constraint with respect to the clinical employment. This paper presents a survey of the Smartphone-captured fundus image quality and the existing methods that use them for retinal structures and abnormalities detection. For this purpose, we first summarize the works that evaluate the Smartphone-captures fundus image quality and their FOV (field-of-view). Then, we report the capability to detect abnormalities and ocular pathologies from those fundus images. Thereafter, we propose a flowchart of processing pipeline of detecting methods from Smartphone captured fundus images and we investigate about the implementation environment required to perform the detection of retinal abnormalities.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The number of Smartphone will exceed 3 billion in 2018 [20]. Their processing performance and connectivity allowed to employ them in different professional activity such as the medicine where the appearance of the «mhealth » expression. In particular, many research and engineering works have been interested in the ophthalmology. In fact, patients of several ocular pathologies outreach hundreds of millions in the world. Many of them are irreversible chronic pathology, such as the Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) and the Aged- macular degeneration (AMD). The ophthalmologists appeal strongly to a periodical screening in order to earlier detection of pathology. However, Ophthalmoscopy requires stationary equipments where patients are constrained to move to have a diagnosis. Elsewhere, the current rate of ophthalmologists, especially in developed country, is too low which leads to increase the waiting time between the appointment and the consultation. Thus, an important delay was registered in the ocular diagnosis which explain the blindness ration rising.

Therefore, the Smartphone represent a serious alternative solution for retinal screening [4, 5]. Several image capture devices which can be snapped on Smartphone have recently been proposed, with competitive prices. They devices are composed by optical lenses allowing the capture of the retina. The use of these devices is motivated by the significant resolution of images and videos captured by smart phones. The main objective of the project consists at taking advantage of information and communication technologies (ICT) in order to detect ocular pathology.

In this study, we aim to overview the Smartphone captured fundus image employment in the ophthalmology. Thus, we proceed in the beginning to evaluate the quality of the fundus image captured by Smartphone devices and we report their
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fundus image when used to detect ocular pathologies. In this context, we bring their advantages and inconveniences such as described by the ophthalmologists. Afterwards, we describe the different approach to detect pathologies from the fundus image capture to the result displaying.

2. SMARTPHONE CAPTURED FUNDUS IMAGES EVALUATION

2.1 Quality of Smartphone-captured fundus images

Several works are interested to the quality of fundus image captured by Smartphone, with respect to the clinical employment. The work described in [32] describes an experimentation that evaluates the D-EYE lens captured fundus images with respect to the direct ophthalmoscope ones. A rating between 0 and 5 is asked from 25 patients to each picture. The average ratings are 3 and 4.08 respectively for direct ophthalmoscope and D-EYE digital ophthalmoscope. 92% of students reclaim their preference to use D-EYE [9, 10] despite the direct ophthalmoscope. In [21], ophthalmologists deduced that Smartphone captured fundus image are readable with an average between 86% and 100%, and have an accepted quality in 93%-100%. However, Darma et al. [26] indicate that a good image quality is still prerequisite. Jin et al. [39] were summarized a qualitative comparison study between portable and tabletop fundus camera by grading 400 fundus images in each categories. The ophthalmologists assign excellent overall quality about 63% and 70.75% and inadequate quality about 4.75% and 3.25% respectively for portable and tabletop camera.

2.2 Field Of View (FOV) of Smartphone capture devices:

Image capture device consists always to a lens snapped in a Smartphone that allows embedded camera to capture fundus images. These devices are varied in terms of FOVs, ever for mydriatic or non-mydriatic mode. Several lenses insure an FOV between 45° and 50° which are similar to the direct ophthalmoscope, such as the Volk-N-View and Welch Allyn Panoptic Ophthalmoscope [2]. These devices lead to provide fundus image containing all retinal structures such as the blood vessel tree, the macula, etc, as shown in figure 1. (b). Others ones propose a FOV less than 45°, such as Paxos Scope fundus imaging [1] and the D-EYE where corresponding fundus image is illustrated in figure1.(a). Indeed, automatic ocular pathology detection methods are based on retinal structure localization in order to deduce lesions shapes. Thus, every processing should verify at first if retinal structures that correspond to the pathology are well modeled. In contrast, no detection can be performed.

We distinguish that approach is proposed to capture multi-field fundus images. In [37], a three single-shot images was performed and then merged in order to achieve an FOV equal to 92°, as shown in figure1.(c). In [34], five 50° FOV images are captured in rapid sequence where orientation are respectively of the central, inferior, superior, nasal, and temporal retina. Therefore, the merged images provide approximately 100° wide-field fundus image, where fundus image is illustrated in [34]. Tolsak et al. [31] propose to overlay lenses in order to capture several images in a single-shot image. Thereafter, the images were merged to provide a 152° view. In [37], the authors pretend that a real time 180° FOV image providing can be achieved through a collaborative work based on ophthalmologist experience and improved montage data processing. However, wide-field of view employment is limited by the processing execution time. The method related in [34] indicates that five montages of images in iPhone 5 having a resolution equal to 52.3 pixels/retinal degree require approximately 5 minutes.
3. SMARTPHONE CAPTURED FUNDUS IMAGES FOR OCULAR DISEASE DETECTION

3.1 Smartphone-captured fundus image capability

Several works are proposed to evaluate the quality of the Smartphone-captured fundus images, and the capability to deduce ocular diseases from them. The work described in [22] studied the agreement between clinical ophthalmic examination and Smartphone-assisted acquisition using Paxos Scope lens. It deduces that the smart phoned-based fundus camera fundus represents a screening tool to sufficiently identify patients with Diabetic Retinopathy (DR). Russo et al. [23] aim to estimate the Vertical Cup-to-Disc Ratio using both Smartphone ophthalmoscopy using the D-EYE lens and slit-lamp biomicroscopy where the agreement leads to a correspondence parameter «Kappa » is equal to 0.63. The work proposed by Thomas et al. [29] indicated that Tele-glaucoma allows achieving specificity and a sensibility respectively equal to 79% and 83%. Ryan et al. [24] aim to evaluate the DR detection using Smartphone fundus photography with respect to non-mydriatic and 7-field mydriatic fundus photography. They deduce that both Smartphone and non-mydriatic fundus photography are able to detect DR, even the non-mydriatic one is more sensitive.

The same objective is targeted in the work described in [25] that compares the ‘fundus on phone’ (FOP) and 7-standard field digital retinal photography to detect DR severity. Even the poor quality in some fundus images captured by FOP images, this study does not report a significiation difference on the detection performance where the correspondence metric «Kappa » between both evaluations is equal to 90%. The work described in [27] evaluates the capability of the D-Eye device to allow detecting the DR. The authors report that fundus image quality is not enough higher to detection the DR, but indicates that the technological advances will improve the Smartphone fundus photography capabilities.

In [28], the reported study compares the ocular pathology screening feasibility between Smartphone, small optical device and traditional ocular fundus examination. In this context, all patients were examined by a medical student (observer 1) using both a traditional ophthalmoscope and the D-EYE lens. Thereafter, D-EYE captured fundus images were independently analyzed by an ophthalmologist (observer 2). Both observers affected a quantitative score between 0 and 5 respectively to hemorrhages, exudates and papillary edema. The study deduced a good concordance between traditional ophthalmoscope and the D-EYE lens where k coefficient value is between 0.66 to 0.77 for hemorrhages and exudates, and between 0.89 and 0.90 for the papilledema, which are diabetic retinopathy lesions.

Table 1. Characteristics and performance of ocular diseases detection from Smartphone-captured fundus image

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Works</th>
<th>Pathologies</th>
<th>Fundus image number</th>
<th>Performance - Evaluation</th>
<th>Capture device</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toy et al.[22]</td>
<td>moderate nonproliferative &amp; worse diabetic retinopathy</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>91% sensitivity 99% specificity 95% positive predictive value 98% negative</td>
<td>Paxos Scope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo et al. [23]</td>
<td>Vertical Cup-to-Disc Ratio (glaucoma)</td>
<td>107 eyes</td>
<td>95% sensitivity 95% specificity 63% Kappa (k)</td>
<td>D-EYE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan et al. [24]</td>
<td>DR</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>With 7-field mydriatic: Sensitivity 95% Specificity 94% Non-mydriatic: Sensitivity 95% Specificity 95%</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajalakshmi et al. [25]</td>
<td>DR</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Sensitivity 92.7 % Specificity 98.4% Kappa (k) = 0.90</td>
<td>(FOP) camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micheletti et al. [27]</td>
<td>DR</td>
<td>240 eyes</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>D-Eye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muiesan et al. [28]</td>
<td>hemorrhages exudates papiledema</td>
<td>52 patients (104 fundus images)</td>
<td>Hemorrhages: 0.795 Exudates: 0.822 – 0.878 Papiledema: 0.815 – 0.804</td>
<td>D-Eye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thomas et al. [29]</td>
<td>glaucoma</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>specificity 79% sensibility 83%</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jin et al. [39]</td>
<td>DR</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>P&gt;0.05</td>
<td>MiisDEC 200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Advantages of Smartphone fundus image capturing for diseases detection

The ophthalmologists indicate that capturing fundus images using Smartphone offers several advantages. Aside easier acquisition [21, 25], such device allows saving capture time, where the work described in [25] affirms that acquisition time per eye is less than 1 minute while [23] indicates that requires 12.8±3.2s. Another main advantage corresponds to the reduced cost of the capture device [21, 22] which requires a lens integrated in plastic adapter which is snapped on owned Smartphone with free or low-cost Smartphone software. Moreover, the autofocus and the zooming option facilitate the acquisition and lead to provide a fundus image good quality [25]. With data capability, connectivity and portability, the capture devices represent promising tools for screening fundus images and diagnosing ocular diseases, which can be employed for tele-ophthalmology [21, 22, 25, 27]. The captured images and videos may be sent to ophthalmologists to be saved and interpreted. Such system is more and more required due to the rise of several prevalence of ocular diseases [21, 27], where annual ophthalmic examinations may increase from 50% to 70% in diabetic patients [21]. Therefore, the tele-ophthalmology leads to bring the early diagnosis and hence rising the global visual health with respect to the aim of VISION 2020 (“VISION 2020 [21] is a global initiative of the International Agency for the Prevention of Blindness (IAPB)”, [https://www.aao.org/vision-2020](https://www.aao.org/vision-2020)).

As indicated in [21], 88% of patients reclaimed their satisfaction and preference to the tele-ophthalmology due to the convenience, visualization of their retina and time saving. The work described in [25] related that participants distinguish a comfortable acquisition compared to the clinical fundus capture due the lower LED light intensity in the Smartphone. However, the tele-ophthalmology system should guarantee the patient privacy, data confidentiality and security [27].

3.3 Inconvenience of Smartphone fundus image capturing

Several works related some lacks in the Smartphone captured fundus images. In [28], the papilledema appears slightly overestimated due to the brightness and the blurring of optic disc. Also, the work described in [23] indicates that the vertical Cup Disc ratio is overestimated which is due to a higher brightness of the cup compared to the rim. This feature should be taking into account by the ophthalmologist. Further, this work suggests considering other glaucoma assessment such as the cup shape and the vessel tree to enhance the detection. In [25], the Smartphone captured fundus images have a reasonably good quality despite a deduced poor clarity which leads to missing some lesions and new vessels in Proliferative Diabetic Retinopathy (PDR). Likewise, a worse image quality of the hand-held fundus photography device compared to the standard fundus photography was detected [26]. Moreover, the work described in [24] indicated some limitations to detect lesions such as fine neovascularization or macular edema. In contrast, several works [26, 24, 27] indicate that the permanent rising of quality Smartphone images and acquisition standardization can make Smartphone systems clinically more useful. In addition, collaboration between ophthalmologists, physicians and software researchers is required in order to improve image quality, rely the data reliability and optimize the pathology detection process [22, 27].

4. RETINAL ABNORMALITY DETECTION IN FUNDUS IMAGES

4.1 Flowchart of Retinal abnormality detection

The main objective of ophthalmoscopy is to detect retinal abnormalities and ocular pathologies. The Smartphone-captured fundus images are always captured through optical lenses and saved on the Smartphone that snap it. For the detection step, several works benefit from the Smartphone connectivity in order to send the fundus image to a cloud platform. In this case, we distinguish two approaches of tele-ophthalmology. The first one consists at forwarding fundus image to ophthalmologists in order to outlining the abnormalities and/or the ocular pathologies deduced [39]. Thereafter, the results are returned to the subjects. In the second approach, an intelligent software tool is integrated on the cloud-platform which insures an automatic detection [11, 13, 19]. Another approach consists at performing the detection on the Smartphone as an all-in-one device for ophthalmology mobile computer-aided-system [12, 18].

4.2 Automatic method for Retinal abnormality detection

4.2.1. preprocessing

The work described in [11] applies a convolution filter to make images more consistent and smoother, with a size equal to 525. The work described in [17] proposed a pipeline where the first step leads to enhance the retina by deblurring the Smartphone-captured fundus image. The next step involves contrast balancing using the CLAHE approach. The next
component consists of apply the circular Hough transform is employed in the pipeline to detect circular patterns. In [18], authors note that Smartphone captured fundus images often have a non-balanced contrast. A light leakage normally occurs which leads to fundus and background having a similar contrast. To avoid this problem, the Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) approach is applied to the blue component of the fundus image. Moreover, the eye fundus size and location differ from one image to the other due to the handholding of a Smartphone. Thus, no predefined binary mask can be applied to outline the fundus. Hence, Elloumi et al. [18] employ the roundness to outline the fundus. For this purpose, the image is dilated in order to dispose blood vessels. Then, the circular Hough transform is applied to detect the circular pattern of the fundus. A radius range is assigned to avoid detecting the ONH instead of the fundus. This way, the radius and center indices represent the parameters of the binary mask applied to outline the fundus. The work described in [8] propose an algorithm to assess image quality using a human vision system based evaluation.

Otherwise, the wide-field requires a preprocessing step that consists of merging fundus images, which consists at translating, rotating and skewing the border image with respect to the central one. For this purpose, the preprocessing brings to correct optical distortion, reframe and figure out the neighboring each image.

4.2.2. Detection processing

In [11], the main objective consists at screening the diabetic retinopathy using a neural network with mobileNets model. First, the images in the dataset are resized from 492823264 to 2562256 pixels. The neural network has 28 convolution layers. A pre-trained network is utilized which was trained with millions of images from ImageNet dataset. The work described in [12] implements an unsupervised vessel segmentation algorithm by using parallel processing and efficient resource sharing, achieving real-time performance.

In [13], an intelligent ocular disease assessment engine is proposed. It contains a rich suite of algorithms that analyses the risk of glaucoma, AMD, DR and pathological myopia. For glaucoma detection, a quantitative measure is generated through intelligent analysis of 2D retinal fundus image. The OD is first segmented in order to deduce the disease. For the AMD assessment, the OD is detected as a reference point of the macula, which allows detecting automatically the presence of drusen. In [6], the authors propose to employ a DR screening software, called “EyeArt”, to detect DR and classify the DR severity. This tool ids cloud based software that performs artificial intelligent techniques to detect DR lesions. The work described in [15] implements a diabetic feature detection approach proposed in [16], on Android smartphones. The app is compared with retinograph-captured fundus images where the detection accuracy is about 87%. In [11], the “MobileNets” CNN is configured to classify smartphone captured fundus images on two classes (Dr or no DR) where final accuracy is about 73%.

5. DISCUSSION

We reported in the first section that several image capture devices were recently proposed where images were evaluated in different works. However, we distinguish a lack of studies that aim to compare fundus images captured with different devices. Further, the work proposed in [30] verify the safety of the luminosity of an optical lens, which respect to the ISO15004-2.2 in terms of maximal authorized magnitude limits of thermal and photochemical hazards. Such validation should be performed for all handheld ophthalmoscopy.
In addition, each work evaluating Smartphone-captured fundus images proposes its own capturing and testing methodology. We think that a normalized methodology should be proposed in order to insure a credible validation. In this context, Khanamiri et al. [33] propose well-defined steps for Smartphone opthalmoscopy in order to record a higher quality image. This method can be generalized to take into account the optical characteristics of each dispersive in terms of superposed lenses, light reflexion and distance to the iris. The captured fundus image FOV varied from 25° to 152°, to the best of our knowledge, no work has been reported that studies relation between the FOV and the ocular pathology detection. Moreover, we think that automatic detection method principle should be configured in terms of FOV fundus images. Further, even multi-field images are promising, but the processing execution time is a limiting factor to employ it when detect ocular pathology, especially with the permanent rise of camera resolution. The number of merged images can be modified with respect to the retinal structures that we aim to detect. Moreover, it seems important to appeal higher performance computing techniques in order to reduce execution time.

The section 3 described the flowchart of automatic methods for Retinal abnormality detection. Based on image quality, it seems important to propose a preprocessing step in order to avoid noise, blur and non-equalized contrast due to the handheld capture process. Several works occur to the tele-opthalmology in order to automatically scheduling the fundus images to experts for diagnosis. However, this approach is limited by the reduced ophthalmologists available for detection, either in industrialized or non-industrialized countries. Otherwise, few works propose to implement a detection approach on Smartphone, which leads to an “all-in-one” mobile system for abnormality detection. Based on the improvement of Smartphone processing performance, the actual challenge consists in implementing machine learning methods on handheld devices.

6. CONCLUSION:

This paper presents an overview the Smartphone captured fundus image employment in ophthalmology. Thus, we studied the quality of the fundus image captured by Smartphone devices. Thereafter, we summarized their capability to allowing ocular pathology detection. The third section is focalized on the flowchart of diagnosis based on Smartphone captured fundus images where we distinguish three different approaches. Then, we reported the automatic method applied to retinal structure and abnormality detection where we synthesized the processing principle even on the preprocessing or on the detection steps.

This study in enclose by a discussion where we report the requirement of normalized approach for fundus image capture, a well-defined preprocessing to fundus image enhancement and the implementation of machine learning on Smartphone to insure a local detection.
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